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ABSTRACT
The practice of delegating task is no longer new but as old as mankind. Though, it has become
more intense and serves as a modern practice globally than ever before due to globalization and
competition. The need for this is necessitated by the fact that organisation tasks are often very
complex and stressful indeed, that no one single individual can handle it alone to yield desired
result, except that such tasks are delegated to subordinates either in whole or in parts. Given this
therefore, this study examines the relationships between delegation of authority and employees’
performance in organisations. The study explores the concept of delegation of authority and
employees’ performance and its measures, as well democratic leadership theory and
communicative theory due to their relevance with the study. According to the findings, delegation
of power is important for enhancing employee performance in organisations. This, on the other
hand, implies that the more authority delegated to employees, the more effectively the employees
perform the task expected of them; and it is recommended that firm management should
continually intensify the process of activating managerial authority delegation for employees,
while ensuring that the level of delegation corresponds to the amount of tasks, in order to improve
performance among other things.
Keywords: Delegation of authority, employees’ performance, effectiveness, task
accomplishment, punctuality.
INTRODUCTION
One of the primary goals of establishing a company is to achieve a competitive edge and profit
(Ihunda, 2001, Chukwuigwe, 2002, Thom-Otuya, 2006). In reality, doing this effectively requires
personnel that are willing to readily and promptly fulfil their tasks. As a result, employee
performance is a critical factor in achieving organisational objectives. Employees that are
interested in their job and devoted to their organisations, according to Al-jammal et al. (2015),
provide important competitive advantages such as increased productivity and reduced employee
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turnover. As a result, it's not surprising that most organisations nowadays look for methods to
motivate employees by giving them management power. Because of the competitive character of
business operations, which can be linked back to globalisation, the responsibility of bearing the
weight of business activities cannot be carried out only by the firm owner(s), manager, or
supervisor. As a result, the necessity for certain duties to be delegated or correctly allocated to
subordinates in order to alleviate burden and maybe pressure becomes relevant and required.
Delegation of authority, according to Nwachukwu (2006), is an organisational procedure that
allows a superior to transmit authority to a subordinate with the goal of empowering the
subordinate to make promises, utilise resources, and equally take action in regard to the obligations
allocated to him. Delegation of authority, according to Thom-Otuya (2006), is a task that managers
do to assign responsibility for outcomes. According to Lutgans et al. (2014), delegation of
authority is a process of dispersing duties and authority inside an organisation. According to
Dessler (2006), delegation of authority is the transfer of authority from upper management
executives to lower management executives. As important as delegation of authority seems to be,
it stands out in terms of contributing to and improving employee engagement, as well as creating
excellent results for both an organisation and an employee with a client. However, it could be said
that the organisation gains a competitive advantage on its own premises, as knowledge inventory
boosts productivity and speeds task completion. To the manager, it relieves functional burdens,
increases employee satisfaction, and fosters cooperation and trust among managers and managers
alike, allowing managers to focus on more work full-time. As a result, it decreases managers' and
other workers' physical and mental efforts. It improves functional empowerment, builds alternative
and administrative leadership, and makes workers feel self-assured and inspired to perform at their
best. To the consumer, it responds quickly to their demands, delivering or supplying services
without delay, and offering them with a greater degree of care and attention, fostering customer
loyalty and mutual respect for the organisation and the products that it produces (Suyeta, et al.,
2015, Al-Jammal, 2015).
It's worth noting that delegation of power has become a need in all aspects of organisational
activity, public and private. It is optional owing to a variety of factors that have linked and brought
changes and advances to organisations, including (increasing its size and diversity iof iits
iproducts, iand ispread iof iits ibranches iin idifferent igeographical izones iand idifferent ilocal,
iregional iand iinternational ilevels). iManagers ihave ibeen iimposed idue ito ithe ineed ifor ia
imeans iof iassisting ithem iin ifacilitating ibusiness iaffairs iand ialleviating iburdens ithat iaren't
itolerated, iimplemented, ior icontrolled iby ia imanager. Different social and environmental
modifications of organisations, on the other hand, have evolved since the classical school, which
was distinguished by centralism and unquestioning submission to managerial instructions.
Because of personnel, implementing processes and procedures becomes more flexible and free.
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The use of this concept has resulted in the enhancement of workers, the imposition of distinct
functional rights for them, and the requirement of transitioning from dictatorship to democracy in
accordance with current management trends and employee goals and aspirations. Managers will
also be able to keep their jobs and continue the process of facilitating company affairs, employee
loyalty, and staying on track to achieve performance excellence.
The fundamental goal of delegation of power, according to Koontz et al (1983), is to ensure that
no one person in an organisation is responsible for all duties. This is because workers or
supervisors who desire to do everything restrict their productivity; whatever contribution they
make is often accompanied by dissatisfaction and unnecessary personal effort (Koontz, et al.,
1983). According to research (Suyeta, et al., 2015), delegation of power enhances employee
morale, increases employee effectiveness, aids managers in preserving their jobs, and preserves
the process of facilitating corporate affairs, employee loyalty, and accomplishing performance (AlJammal, 2015; Kiiza & Picho, 2014). Similarly, Yuki et al. (1991) found that higher delegation is
influenced by the following factors: employee competency, employee sharing of managers' work
goals, long-standing and favourable manager-employee relationships, and the position of lowerlevel employees. As a result, delegation of power to management activities or practises is critical
for improving employee performance and accomplishing organisational objectives. In light of this
context, the purpose of this research is to critically investigate the link between delegation of
authority and employee performance in the workplace.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Concept of Delegation of Authority
Delegating task/duties is as old as mankind. It takes place in our homes, schools, fishing ports and
more often in work place organisations where tasks seem to be very complex and stressful. Indeed,
no single person, whether an expert or a consultant, can successfully perform all of the tasks in an
organisation unless they are delegated to immediate subordinates, who then delegate to their
subordinates, and so on, until all activities are assigned to people who are responsible for
performing them (Chandra, 2006; Nwachukwu, 2006).
The preceding assumes that authority is delegated when a superior colleague confers decisionmaking authority to a subordinate. This may have led Dessler (2006) to define delegation of
authority as the transfer of authority from high-level leaders to lower-level managers. Delegation
of authority, according to Lutgans et al. (2004), is a process of dispersing duties and authority
within an organisation. In their hypothesis, Kiiza et al. (2004) defined delegation of authority as
the activities by which a leader distributes a subordinate a portion of his or her power
commensurate with the specified job. Robbins, et al. (1986), submitted that delegation of authority
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is the passing of formal rights to act on behalf of another. Similarly, Koko, et al. (2006), avers that
delegation of authority is the conferment or passing on of some specific degree of authority
alongside with power by a senior to a subordinate staff which would enable the person to
accomplish some tasks assigned to him. According to them, delegating authority does not however
relieve an administrator or a manager of his responsibilities, but gives the manager more time for
more serious aspects of management. Therefore, responsibility cannot be transferred rather
delegated. Nwachukwu (2006) justifies this by stating that delegation of authority is an
organisational procedure that allows for the transfer of responsibility from a superior to a
subordinate. He went on to say that delegation of authority allows a subordinate to make promises,
utilise resources, and act equally on tasks that have been allocated to him. Delegation of authority,
according to Thom-Otuya (2003), is the effort a manager performs to commit responsibility and
authority to others while also establishing accountability for outcomes. It is also the manager's
responsibility to ensure that each operational decision is made at the lowest level at which it is
reasonable and safe. Further, while delegating, the manager allocates responsibility and specifies
authority and accountability to every individual reporting to him, to guarantee a minimum of
duplication and of working at cross purposes. Delegation of authority, on the other hand, might be
considered as authorisation. It is a procedure in which a management commissions subordinates
to accomplish certain task in a method and manner that does not endanger the organisation (Aljammal, et al., 2015). According to Makawi (2005), authorisation is the right given to an employee
to lead and control others, as well as set rules and duties that must be observed by others.
For ithe ipurposes iof ithis istudy, idelegation iof iauthority iis idefined ias ithe igrant iof ipart ior
ifull iauthority iand irights ito icertain iemployees ior iindividuals iin ian iorganisation ito iperform
ia iprescribed itask ior iexecute ia iplan iwithin ia ispecified itimeframe iin iorder ito iachieve ithe
iorganization's igoals iand iobjectives. iAccordingito iKoontz et al. (1983), the delegation of
authority process has four stages: determining the intended outcome, assigning tasks, delegating
authority to complete these tasks, and executing accountability for their completion. They go on
to say that splitting the process is unachievable in reality because expecting someone to achieve
objectives without having the power to do so is pointless. And, since keeping subordinates
accountable for their outcomes is an important component of the delegation process, responsibility
is an obligation that subordinates owe to their superiors and cannot be delegated to anyone else.
Employees’ Performance
In the management literature, there is no one accepted definition of employee performance. What
seems to be derives from several researchers' views, thoughts, and perceptions. As a result,
Whetten et al. (2000) defined performance as an individual phenomena influenced by external
factors. According to Laitinen (2002), performance is "an object's capacity to generate outcomes
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in a specified a priori in respect to a goal." Input (what individuals do on the job) and output (what
they produce) are two aspects of performance (the consequences of those actions). Purwadi, et al.
(2020) feel that performance is a product of a person's overall degree of success throughout a
certain time of job execution as compared to numerous options. Performance is the ability to
accomplish goals and objectives of an organisation. The performance of an employee in an
organisation is measured in terms of output (efficiency). Hox-ha (2019) argued that employee
performance is the main desirable outcome of organisation. This implies that organisation cannot
reach its goals and objectives without improving employee performance. The employees are the
main actors who help achieve organisational goals. In this study, employees’ performance is
conceived to be the application of efforts or skills to yield desirable result.
Effectiveness
Delegation is when one entity or person transfers authority to another to act on his behalf. It
authorises others to carry out a job on behalf of a power donor (Nwagbara, 2015). As a result, it is
one of the current trends that managers have used to alleviate the organisational weight of activities
and duties (Al-Jammal, et al, 2015). According to Hashim et al. (2013), delegation of authority
helps an employee feel valued as a member of the organisation and motivates him to be successful
in carrying out the power given to him. As a result, workers will endeavour to justify their authority
by demonstrating a positive attitude in accomplishing duties and activities while making good use
of the organization's resources. This may have also influenced Brake and Murton (1964), who
proposed that effectiveness be defined as the degree to which a goal is met and that output quality
is measured against a set standard. Effectiveness, according to Nwachukwu (2006), is the best
balance of multiple adaptation and maintenance efforts. According to Anyadike (2015),
effectiveness is the link between employee outputs of products and services and the input of
resources used in the production process. Employee effectiveness is defined as the capacity to
manage the allotted task, complete work on schedule with minimum mistakes, and work mostly
unattended; productivity is defined as the usage of organisational resources. Ottih (2005) justified
this by quoting Peter Drucker and stating that effectiveness implies doing the right thing.
Task Accomplishment
It is no longer debatable that delegating duties to others enhances timely job completion and
excellent service delivery. As a result, achieving work objectives is crucial ifor iindividual iand
organisational isuccess i(Kanter i& iBrinkeshoff, i1981). iThe iassumption ithat itask isatisfaction
is ilinked ito ieffective istates iis isupported iby ieffective ievent itheory i(Weiss i& iCropanzano,
1996). iEffective ievent itheory iwas iestablished iby iWeiss iand iCropanzano ito iexplain ihow
discrete iwork ievents itrigger iemotional iresponses ithat iimpact ilater ibehaviour iand iattitudes.
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They iargue ithat ieveryday iself-evaluations iof ijob iperformance iare ieffective ievents ithat
impact iemployee imoods i(Henkel i& iHinsz, i2004). iIndividuals iretrospectively irecognised
goal iprogress, igoal iattainment i(or ilack ithereof), iand itask ichallenges as emotional events
influencing everyday emotions, according to Bash et al. (2000).
Furthermore, objective achievement pleasure has been linked to the business of behavioural selfregulation (Carver & Schever, 1990). Thus examining how day-level satisfaction with task
achievement relates to emotion is an essential next step in correlating task performance with wellbeing. Previous research on goal achievement lends credence to the hypothesis that task
completion pleasure has an influence. Individuals who achieved their objectives had higher good
affect iand iless inegative iaffect ithan ithose iwho idid inot iachieve itheir igoals, iaccording
toiHenkel iet ial. i(2004). iSimilarly, iIlies iand iJudge i(2005) idiscovered ithat iperformance
feedback iinfluenced ifuture iaffect i(which ipredicted isubsequent iobjectives), iwith ipositive
feedback ileading iin inegative iaffect; however, the possible generalisation of these findings is
restricted due to the laboratory-based tasks employed. Furthermore, these investigations did not
examine task completion satisfaction, preventing conclusions concerning ithe irelationship
between itask icompletion isatisfaction iand iemotional ireactivity. iHarris, iet ial. i(2003) iused ia
2-week idaily idairy iresearch iwith ia isample iof i22 icontact icentre iemployees ito iaddress
some iof ithese iconstraints, ifinding ithat idaily igoal iachievement ipredicted idaily iaffect i(e.g.
pleasurable iaffect, iactivated iaffect).
Punctuality
Punctuality iis idefined ias ithe iability ito iperform ia ispecified iwork ior ifulfil ian iobligation
before ior iat ia icertain itime. i"Punctual" iis ioften iused iinterchangeably iwith i"on itime." iIt's
likewise iappropriate ito iuse ithe iterm ipunctual ito idenote i"correct" iwhile idiscussing
grammar. iLateness iis ian iopposing ipersonality iattribute. iThere iis itypically ian iagreement
about iwhat iis iconsidered ian iacceptable ilevel iof itimeliness iin ieach iculture i(Bandura,
1997). iIn imost icases, ia imodest ibit iof ilateness iis iacceptable; iin iWestern isocieties, ithis iis
usually iabout iten ior ififteen iminutes, ialthough ithis iis inot ithe icase ifor idoctor's
appointments ior ischool iclasses. iExpectations may be substantially higher in certain cultures,
such as Japanese society, and contexts, such as military conditions. Some cultures have an implicit
agreement that real deadlines vary from stated deadlines; for example, while using Africa time, it
may be assumed that individuals would arrive an hour later than claimed. Because everyone knows
that a 9 p.m. party will begin about 10 p.m., no one is inconvenienced when everyone comes at 10
p.m. Being late is perceived as inconsiderate of others' time and may be considered offensive in
societies that value punctuality.
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In such instances, timeliness may be enforced by social sanctions, such as the complete exclusion
of low-status latecomers from meetings. Such concerns may lead to economic analysis of the value
of timeliness and queuing theory analysis of the impacts of non-punctuality on others. Punctuality
is ia igood ipersonality iattribute ito iappreciate iand irespect. iPunctuality idemonstrates ia
person's iregard ifor iothers iand ifor ithe ipassage iof itime. iIn ia iprearranged iappointment, ithe
latecomer ifrequently iconveys ithe iidea ithat ihe ior ishe idoes inot iregard ithe iother iperson's
time ior ithat ihis ior iher itime iis imore ivaluable ithan ithe iothers'. iThis iis iwhy iprospects
never iarrive ilate ifor ia ijob iinterview.
Punctuality iis imore icrucial iat iwork isince iindividuals iare iexpected ito ibe itimely iand
trustworthy iin iorder ito isatisfy ithe idemands iof itheir idepartment iand ithe iCollege. iWhen
workers iare imissing ior itardy, iwork iand iservice iare idisrupted, iand icolleagues iare put under
extra strain. Punctuality is a crucial component in determining an individual's success and ability
to continue working. Punctuality iincludes ibeing iaccessible ionline iduring ioffice ihours,
checking iin ito imeetings ion itime, iand imeeting iproject ideadlines ifor imany iindividuals iwho
work ifrom ihome ithese idays. iWhen ieveryone iis ion itime, ithe iworkplace imorale iimproves.
Whenisomeone iis iconsistently ilate, ithe inormal iflow iof iwork iis idisturbed ias iother members
of ithe iteam ishift ito icompensate. iEmployees iwaiting ifor ia ishift ichange imay ifeel ianxious
and iirritable iif itheir ireplacement iis iconsistently ilate.
Theoretical Framework
The need to appraise different models available within a topical area of attention before
choosing one or two is necessary and germane since it guides our thinking, actions and practices
appropriately (Gabriel, 2008). It also explains certain phenomena among variables (Maduabum,
2007), and to some extent relevant to the study (Akiauzu & Asawo, 2016, Obipi, 2020). In this
regard, the study leans on the following:
Democratic iLeadership iTheory: iDemocratic ileadership itheory iis ia iphilosophy ithat
encourages idecentralisation iof idecision imaking iin ian iorganisation. iThis iidea was defined by
McGregor (1960) as compassionate, participatory, and believing in people. Democratic leadership
theory permits decision-making to be decentralised and shared by subordinates in order to relieve
managers of their burden. The idea, on the other hand, believes that everyone has an equal interest
in the result and that everyone has the same degree of skill when it comes to making judgments.
Communicative Theory: Communicative theory is the theory that permits subordinates to think
freely. Delegation of authority as a kind of empowerment, according to the notion, iis ia iprocess
through iwhich ia ileader ior imanagement iattempts ito idistribute ihis ior iher ipower iamong
subordinates. iEmpowerment,iaccording ito ithe inotion, iis ithe iprocess iof idistributing ipower
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and iauthority iamong iemployees in organisations, and it incorporates authorization. According
to communication theory, delegation of authority is a method for allowing workers the freedom to
do what they want without fear of being stopped by their bosses. The idea is also concerned with
the decentralisation of authority within an organisation. As a result, properly decentralising
authorities will improve effective communication inside the organisation. The notion is significant
to the research because when subordinates are given authority, they would have the confidence to
be innovative and carry out their responsibilities efficiently and successfully.
CONCLUSION
The iimportance iof idelegation iof iauthority iin iboosting iemployee iperformance icannot ibe
overstated. iThis iis idemonstrated iby ithe ifact ithat ithe imore iauthority idelegated ito
employees, ithe imore ieffectively they perform the tasks required of them. Employees are
therefore ecstatic and grateful, and they are motivated to perform admirably when given tasks.
Giving workers the authority to carry out given activities not only boosts employee morale, but
also helps them feel like they are a part of the organisation, encouraging them to strive toward the
organization's objective and vision. Furthermore, since delegation of management activities
improves employee performance, it allows managers to concentrate on other critical tasks for the
organization's benefit. Execution of duties will be inefficient and fruitless if power is not assigned.
As a result, delegation of authority demonstrates that superiors trust their subordinates to act not
only on his own, but also on behalf of the whole organisation. Employees see this as a sort of trust,
and they attempt to justify it by doing well on the tasks that are required of them.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that;
1. . Firm management should continually accelerate the process of activating managerial
authority delegation for workers, while ensuring that the degree of delegation offered
corresponds to the number of duties allocated in order to improve job performance.
2. The importance of researching the mechanisms for enhancing managerial power delegation
should be reflected in boosting employee satisfaction across the board.
3. 3. Management should strengthen employee empowerment in their ability to be able to
complete duties independently without referring to upper management, saving time and
effort and providing services to consumers, as well as being prepared for long-term
planning and strategy.
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